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PREFACE 
 

Hello! And thank you for opening this longtime dream of mine that has 
finally come true!! The fifteen “books” of The Offense contained in these 
two volumes were published from April, 1980 through March, 1982, and 
they were followed by eighty-six issues of The Offense Newsletter from 
August, 1982 through July, 1989 (which will be compiled in two other 
volumes that will be published at a later date). As you will soon find out, 
the first Offense was completely handwritten, rather sloppily put together, 
and was highlighted (and I use that term loosely) by my scene reports from 
towns that I had recently visited during my travels with a truly great 
Columbus band that I was managing/mismanaging at the time, the 
Cowboys. However, by Book Eight’s arrival a little over a year later, The 
Offense’s looks had greatly improved, its circulation had increased to 
1,000, and four distributors had come aboard, which helped the publication 
to become nationally and internationally known. It was called The Offense 
because our mission was to go on the offensive and get the word out to 
everyone about all of this great new music that was happening, and the 
letters of our name were tilted forward because we were moving forward in 
the direction that our arrow was pointing -- ahead. Anyone could contribute 
to The Offense, and many did. The work that you are now holding in your 
hands is gratefully dedicated to all of those kind people who 
enthusiastically mailed or gave their submissions to me during those early 
years, as well as to Keith Kirby, who operated the printing press in the 
basement of a two-story office building at 3100 Tremont Road in Upper 
Arlington that churned out all 888 pages of the fifteen Offenses. 
 

When The Offense Newsletter later emerged I said goodbye to the 
distributors, and beyond the borders of Columbus this new format of the 
fanzine was only available on a subscription basis. The newsletters were 
much thinner than the books but published more often, as the first 20 issues 
came out over a 25-week period. Their frequency slowed, however, as I 
began promoting concerts, helping to bring to Columbus many bands that 
were on the 4AD label (the Cocteau Twins, the Pixies twice, Throwing 



 

Muses twice, the Wolfgang Press twice, Xmal Deutschland, and Xymox) 
and many that weren’t (American Music Club three times, Nick Cave and 
the Bad Seeds three times, Crime and the City Solution twice, the 
Embarrassment, the Fall twice, and Section 25). With this evolution I came 
full circle, as my very first involvement in our local scene had been 
booking bands into Mr. Brown’s during the final month of 1979 and the 
first three months of 1980. The club’s owner, Tom Appel, had generously 
given to me a total of forty-seven nights during that period, and I filled 
them with thirty-nine different groups from Columbus and other Ohio and 
Midwestern cities. To me, those evenings represented one of the major 
turning points in our town’s alternative music history, as for the first time 
we had a club (which was located at 1434 N. High Street) that was willing 
to showcase these types of bands on a regular basis, as opposed to the very-
few-and-far-between opportunities that we had previously been given to see 
them. 
 

Putting all of the issues and shows together was a real joy. The music is 
what fueled everything; so many bands and records were so great that I did 
a lot of work without realizing that I was doing a lot of work. Because of 
the music everything was nonstop excitement from beginning to end, and 
the Eighties became a decade filled with many special days and nights that 
I’ll never forget. 
 

Since October of 2008, I have stayed busy musically by producing and 
hosting “Yesterday’s Top Secrets”, a show on Columbus’ community radio 
station, WCRS, that airs on 92.7 and 98.3 FM and streams at 
www.wcrsfm.org. It features oldies that aren’t old, because they haven’t 
been played to death on all of the other stations, and alternative music that 
was simply a pleasant alternative to all of the disco that surrounded it when 
it first came out. And now it’s finally time for all of the past issues of The 
Offense to once again come out as well. I hope that you will enjoy them, 
and thanks again! 
 
Tim Anstaett / Timothy Knight Anstaett / TKA 



 

FOREWORD 
 

Tim asked me to write a foreword to this Book of Books less because I 
was an early and regular contributor to the Offense opuses than for the fact 
that I had been a regular, if somewhat peripheral, figure on the Columbus 
music scene that sprouted in the immediate aftermath of the first Ramones 
and Sex Pistols records. Tim (who'd attended the same suburban, dull-as-
hell high school as I did) was living out of town then, only returning in 
1979 after Punk's initial thunderhead had dissipated. I'm all about context, 
so here we are. I might not be the best person to do it, but I can probably do 
it more succinctly than anyone else. 
 

[I suppose I should note before proceeding that I write with the firm 
conviction that "punk" began with Ramones and was over by the time the 
Warner Brothers product (over here) called, drearily, Never Mind the 
Bollocks came out a year and a half later. Also, I'll also capitalize 
"movement" names (Punk, Postpunk, etc.) so as not to overdo quotation 
marks... Because they need something. They meant something. Once.] 
 

So here goes: In Columbus, Punk brought together two or three dozen 
people (tops) who might not have ever met otherwise -- longhairs, farm 
kids, prog rockers, visual artists. Most of them, I feel safe in saying, 
wouldn't have started bands without Punk's assorted blueprints. The 
Columbus 1976-77 underground music scene could fit inside a 200 square-
foot used record store on the second floor of an office building (Mole's), 
and sometimes did. The scene had its godfathers, some Zappa/Modern 
Lovers fans from the dusty plains of southern Franklin County called the 
Quotas who'd put out the proto-punk classic "Accept It" and were led by 
Mike "Rep" Hummel. As far as straight-up Punk goes, there were really 
only two legit bands in Columbus in those years to my recollection, the 
Stooges-influenced Blades and the Ramones-ish Screaming Urge. Zero 
Watts, a guy who earned spending money working the downtown Holiday 
Inn lobby weekday nights, fronted the former; Mike Ravage and Myke 
Rock the latter, and that was about it for Punk monikers in Columbus's first 



 

wave. The Urge put out a couple records, but it is Columbus's great pity that 
the Blades (whose performance at a street party where Zero wielded a 
switchblade in front of full-on Funhouse hard rock is the best local show I 
ever saw) never put out wax. 
 

Besides the Blades and Urge, there was a clique from the rolling, rural 
hills of eastern Franklin County -- Sparks fans -- who called their band 
Vorpal Gallery because they liked the way "Vorpal" sounded; there was a 
Cheap Trickish band (the Romantic Noise) who tore some holes in their 
jeans and tried to present as Punk for the inevitable Columbus Dispatch 
article on the crazy new music; there was a band from Cleveland -- the 
Human Switchboard -- who'd holed up north of campus while its frontman 
pursued his PhD in philosophy at the university, smoked Balkan Sobranies, 
and played up their connections to the Akron/Cleveland scene that more or 
less served as the Columbus scene's much hipper older cousin; and there 
was Jim Shepard's Vertical Slit, heavy metal more in the William 
Burroughs' sense than in the Godz one (the latter being the primal, 'lude-
driven rulers of the city's metal scene, who were, by the way, quite fucking 
awesome), but very heavy nonetheless. And of course there was Ron 
House, a big head filled with big ideas and one of the best songwriters of 
the American underground from '77 on to the present day. His first band, 
the Twisted Shouts, was a floating "experimental" unit that didn't rehearse 
and played a legendary show on the oval of Ohio State's main campus -- cut 
short when a black guy with an afro leapt on the plywood stage and 
splattered the nose of its shirtless and clarinet-wielding co-frontman (David 
Kulczyk) with a karate punch. (I remember the black guy as wearing a 
white karate robe, but it was 40 years ago now... I was a few feet away, 
"playing" bass for that show; my other memory is the beer bottles zinging, 
arc-less like bullets, at our heads. Good times, good times.) 
 

There was a cool fanzine going from the start: Teenage Rampage, which 
was the work of a West Sider named Ric Rampage, who had a nine-to-five, 
a mustache and Three Dog Night hair, and a fondness for the first Modern 
Lovers album and Blue Oyster Cult. He was a lifer and wrote with a lifer's 



 

passion. There were a couple other more meager fanzines in those years -- 
one that (tellingly) took its title from a Buddy Holly song (Rave On), the 
work of a commune of hippies-turned-punks from Antioch, and one that 
took its title from a Human Switchboard song (Shake It) that had a review 
of a Blades show from December '76  in issue #1 (the first show I 
remember that touted "Punk Rock" on its flier) and an inept interview with 
the Ramones in its second, and final, issue. Club-wise, scant. Mr. Brown's 
near OSU's then post-apocalyptic south campus -- the highest rapes-per-
capita zipcode in the nation -- was a great one that hosted Pere Ubu and 
Destroy All Monsters and at least one jaw-dropping Vertical Slit set; a 
record store a few blocks up the street called Magnolias hosted a few shows 
in its basement, including the Switchboard's debut. Both were caves, 
windowless. 
 

So that's what I remember of the pre-Tim years, at least. I've undoubtedly 
left out some important stuff, but I have learned to live with memory loss 
and, you know, fuck. 
 

Like most good things, Punk the movement effectively ended before most 
people were even aware it existed. Punk's death came along with the very 
real sense -- for me at least -- that it would be the last guitar music to have 
any kind of sociological impact, which, with the exception of the '90s Riot 
Grrrl movement, turned out to be true, but I digress. Punk was cleaved in 
two, its adherents choosing, ultimately, between camps. The big record 
companies, temporarily caught off guard by the too-real anti-establishment 
outburst of '76 Punk, came up with the safer-than-milk term New Wave for 
the bands they could neuter and peddle to the mall and radio stations, much 
as Little Richard was blanched and usurped by Pat Boone a generation 
before (see Rep's sketch herein). The other half, which took Punk's bad 
mood and DIY mindset and ran deeper underground with it (or into the 
woods, or underwater...), is called Postpunk today -- a colorless but efficient 
term. So it was a Postpunk world into which The Offense was birthed, and 
Postpunk is what drove it, by and large. And it was magazines like The 
Offense (and Gerard Cosloy's Conflict out of NYC) that, reciprocally, drove 



 

Postpunk, which is worth noting. Because the '80s sucked on the macro 
level, and keeping the flame alive was no small feat. 
 

Terminology and snuffed idealism aside, Columbus at the time of Tim's 
Book 1 in early 1980 was not really so different from the Columbus of '76-
'77. As it happened throughout the country and world, the Columbusites(?) 
for whom the Pistols and Pere Ubu and the Damned and Alternative TV 
represented a liberating force weren't just going to shut up. The Rave On 
people had moved on by then, most of them to New York City (which was, 
at the time, a cheap place to live), and Zero had headed west, to Utah or 
Nevada, I think, with his family. The Switchboard had moved to Kent and 
then New York in hopes of making it big (they never did, but their front 
man did become a record executive who golfed with Michael Eisner and 
signed Steve Vai). But most of the other principals were still on hand and 
producing compelling music in the Postpunk vein(s) -- Jim Shepard with 
Phantom Limb, Rep with the True Believers, and Ron House first with 
Moses Carryout, whose shambling melodic ruckus put one in mind of the 
Raincoats and the Rough Trade-version of Postpunk, and then the Great 
Plains, where he was joined by the Vorps' energetic Wyatt brothers and 
Screaming Urge drummer Dave Green. A new generation of musicians, too, 
influenced less by '76-'77 punk than by its New Wave and Postpunk 
descendants -- groups like the Cowboys and Naked Skinnies (both fronted 
by the scene's next great personality, Mark Eitzel), the Highly-Evolved 
Cosmic Beings, Ronald Koal and the Trillionaires, the Blunt Stitches, the 
Razor Penguins, the Dust Bunnies, and on and on -- emerged in the Book 
years, injecting their own more positive energy into what became a fairly 
lively scene. New clubs, too, including one -- Stache's, as run by Shelley -- 
that I consider among my couple of favorite clubs ever, anywhere. (And 
CBGBs is on that list motherfucker -- AS is Pat's in the Flats and the 
Beachland and Khyber Pass...  I digress...) New record stores and show 
promoters, too. But you can read about all of that in here. 
 

I would like to add a quick P.S. of sorts. Because the focus of Tim's 
obsession was British, it might be too easy to overlook the effect his work 



 

had on that Columbus scene, even after its run. The Books and Newsletters 
had contributions from all around the country and world (and they came in 
envelopes, kids, with stamps), but it was vital to the Columbus scene at the 
time. The very vibrant Columbus scene of the mid-'80s -- when the Great 
Plains, Scrawl, RC Mob, Gibson Bros., etc. all managed to attain national 
attention -- owes deep thanks, I think, to the T(im Ansta)ET projects, not 
just for the covers and coverage but for the very work ethic Tim laid down. 
The passionate intensity and devotional reverence for the music that The 
Offense wore on its sleeve is exactly what's necessary for a strong music 
scene to thrive. (I suspect that, was a young person to peruse these pages, 
she or he might be a little weirded out by all of that passion -- I'm not sure it 
exists anymore.) I don't think it's remotely reaching to say that The Offense 
primed the pump for the '90s, when Columbus had (in the form of the New 
Bomb Turks, Gaunt, Shepard's V3, House's Thomas Jefferson Slave 
Apartments, Anyway Records, the Boston-born Cheater Slicks, the 
Bassholes, Yips, Girly Machine, and Pica Huss among many) one of the 
most vital music scenes on the motherfucking planet. And then the 
Columbus Discount Records/Summit scene of the aughts -- which may 
have been the most interesting period of them all, headphones-wise, with 
bands like el Jesus de Magico, Psychedelic Horseshit, Times New Viking, 
the Unholy Two, et. al. -- grew straight out of that. So on behalf of the city 
of Columbus, then, I thank you, Tim. 
 
   And finally, as a P.P.S., I am dreading reading what a dumb ass I was 
forty years ago. I know I speak for one other regular contributor -- Joe 
Piecuch -- in that regard and I suspect I speak for many...  Gonna have to 
get in the right mood before I can crack this book open, I think, and I 
apologize in advance for my stupid shit... 
 
Don Howland 
September 1, 2018 
Asheville, NC 
 










































